Applications are invited for admission to the Department of Applied Psychology, University of Calcutta (Rajabazar Science College, 92, Acharya Prafulla Chandra Road, Kolkata--700009) for Ph.D. course and subsequent research work for obtaining the Ph.D. degree in Applied Psychology. Candidates who wish to pursue research work in this Department should apply in the prescribed application form (obtainable from the Department of Applied Psychology) by paying Rs. 100.00 through a challan (obtainable from Cash Counter in Rajabazar Science College Campus and College Street Campus). No Demand Draft / Postal Order or others will be entertained. Duly filled application form (one copy passport size photo and xerox copy of all qualifications) must reach the office of the Head of the Department between 11/05/2017 and 22/05/2017.

The eligible candidates will have to appear in a written examination of 2.5 hours, to be held in the Department on 01/06/2017 (from 12 Noon). The syllabus of this examination is the UGC-NET (Paper II and III A) in Psychology and existing syllabus of M.A./M.Sc. in Applied Psychology, University of Calcutta.

The results of the written test will be published on 5th July, 2017. The successful candidates will be called for an interview on 10th July, 2017 at 1.00 P.M. onwards. The candidates will be finally selected as Probationary Ph.D. student of this department on the basis of the evaluation in the interview.

At present five (Unreserved=02, OBC-A=01, OBC-B=01, SC=01) students will be taken. Those candidates who have already passed UGC (JRF) examination/NET/SET/SLET/Teacher Fellowship or equivalent examinations or passed the M.Phil in Psychology or equivalent examinations need not appear for the written examination. Such candidates can directly appear for the interview but they need to submit their application forms for admission within stipulated date i.e. 22nd May, 2017.
GUIDELINES FOR Ph.D APPLICANTS

The written examination for admission to Ph.D. program of the Department of Applied Psychology would consist of the following pattern:

TOTAL MARKS=100  DURATION OF EXAM: 2.5 hrs

GROUP- A

MCQ type questions: (UGC NET Syllabus on Psychology Paper II)

10 questions of 2 marks each.................................................................10x2=20 marks.

GROUP- B

Two questions to be attempted, among which one question is compulsory and the other to be selected from any four questions covering the syllabus of Applied Psychology Department, Calcutta University and UGC-NET syllabus.

Two questions carrying 20 marks each..................................................2x20= 40 marks.

(Word Limit for answers- 400 words each).

GROUP- C

One question to be selected from five alternative questions covering UGC- NET Syllabus II and III (A) and syllabus of Applied Psychology Department................................1x40= 40 marks

(Word Limit for answers- 1000 words).